
Dunbar Support from the Start 

Note of meeting held on 20th October 

Present 

Fiona Masters, Jamie McNeil, Rachel McElhinney, Sean Watters, Liz Humphry, Tina Pollock, Sean 

Watters,  Jo McNamara, Katy Pollock, Linden Ross, Steven Wray, Julie LaRoche. 

Welcome 

Linden welcomed Julie, Jamie and Sean to their first meeting. Julie is a new worker for Homestart (28 

hrs per week for a three year contract) who will be providing support to families before they are 

matched with befrienders and delivering some group work for Home Start. 

Sean has been employed through Strive with health funding to support the Local Area partnership 

on health and equalities issues. The contract is for one year. 

Jamie is a local parent who is interested in finding more about the group and in helping out with and 

perhaps training in Peep. 

Clazzoo 

Rachel reported that site will be on the web from following Monday as a test version and that she 

will make members of the group active on the site so we can help her test it. 

Marketplace 

Final arrangement discussed Post meeting the market place went well with a good attendance of 

new parents, though perhaps slightly less than previous marketplace. The parents who attended 

appeared to get a lot from it and the taster session from Bambino Beats and PEEP were popular. 

Mini consultation was extended by displaying in the library following the marketplace – results to 

follow. 

PEEP 

Start date for the first Baby Peep group in Dunbar is 3rd November. Carly is looking at establishing a 

sub group to focus on the development of PEEP in the area – volunteers were invited to make 

themselves known to Carly who will arrange a date for a first meeting. 

Baby Massage 

Katy has just completed a group and Fiona has just started one 8 parents. A Dunbar baby Massage 

Facebook page has been started, and has some lovely feedback from parents who have taken the 

classes. 

Dunbar helps Syrians 

Discussed the proposal of asking families to donate a bear with a box of provisions. Peep and Peepa 

are starting a promotional exercise and photographs will appear on facebook. Steven has been in 



touch with Unicef and an organisation called Global Hand linked to Unicef, likes the project and will 

help with arranging transport but cost for this would have to be met from local fund raising. 

Agreed that a fixed list of supplies to go with the teddy in a box or sealed bag whichever is easiest to 

organise. The items were agreed as 1. Soap,  2. Toothpaste and brush,  3. Woolly or warm hat,  4. 

Gloves,  5. Scarf,  6. Socks. 

Local supermarkets to be approached for help with these items as well as asking families to purchase 

items to go with the donated teddies. 

Aim is to run this project until around Easter of 2016 and then arrange for transport. 

DONM Wednesday 25 November  6.30 pm Linden’s house  

  


